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      "In this fine collection of essays, Marc Prensky does what few education thinkers today seem willing or able to do: engage in breakthrough thinking about teaching and learning while also honoring teachers, students, and their futures!"




  
          David Engle, former Superintendent and Principal, Educational Leader




              


    
      



 


 
      “Marc Prensky's phrase "digital natives" has entered the international lexicon, and he continues to offer insightful and even startling commentary as we move ever deeper into the heart of an exciting new cultural era."




  
          Lawrence Lipsitz, Editor




              


    
      



 


 
      "In a set of thought-provoking essays, Marc Prensky shows that the digital age is poised to disrupt learning. He provides a glimpse of a digital future few might imagine."




  
          Eric Mazur, Balkanski Professor of Physics and of Applied Physics and Area Dean of Applied Physics




              


    
      



 


 
      “Bringing together several of his always-provocative essays to describe his vision for the future of education, Marc Prensky offers several insights that are sure to spark a conversation and force you to question your convictions about education. Perhaps the most important one is that we should listen to the students themselves and use their insights to inform us in how we can help them succeed.”




  
          Michael Horn, Co-Author of Disrupting Class and Executive Director
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"Marc Prensky has been a thought leader for this

generation of forward-thinking educators. This collection of essays will push

you, inspire you and challenge your beliefs about what students can do."




  
          Chris Lehmann, Founding Principal




              


    
      



 


 
      "The author's first-person experiences as an educator directing these young 'digital natives' with the wisdom of an experienced educator makes this rich with examples pulled from classroom interactions."




  
          Midwest Book Review, April 2012




              


    
      



 


 
      "My 6 year old son really opened my eyes to the truth in your writings. My son is very bright, but he claims he hates school and he fights me at home when I try to get him to read or practice his writing. But he LOVES games! Some days he would come home from school and ask to go online and have me find a website for him that they used at school. These games got him to practice the skills I wanted him to but in a way that engaged him."




  
          Emily, Teacher




              


    
      



 


 
      "This collection of essays is a must read for all 21st century educators."




  
          Library Media Reivew, Vol 21 #2. October 2012




              


    
      



 


 
      I think this is better as a supplemental resource than a text.  Still, I think it's a great book!




  
          Dr Paul Beaudoin
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    SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library for students, researchers, and faculty. Hosting more than 4,400 titles, it includes an expansive range of SAGE eBook and eReference content, including scholarly monographs, reference works, handbooks, series, professional development titles, and more.

	The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.

	SAGE Knowledge brings together high-quality content from across our imprints, including CQ Press and Corwin titles.
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